home as soon as possible when they finished their work.
But in china, in our companies, all of us thought that the benefits of the enterprises are the first .The managers thought that every time belongs to the companies. The managers have the rights to let their employees do more work for them. .And all of us thought it is natural things. Secondary ,values are also quite important .In the United States the securing of material possessions is also very important .In the United States, it is reasonable to pursue the wealthy so long as not hurt the others .They thought that pursue the wealthy can also make the other happy. But in china, they think justice is against benefit .We Chinese think money is vulgar. Tertiary values are at the bottom of hierarchy. In the United states, they thought it is independent .There is a news from china news net (2004-9-27) .A girl named Jane lived in American for several years ,when she came back she found that she can not be used to living china. One day, her good friend invites her to go shopping together, but her friend has something to do first, Jane thought if she has no time, the dates can be canceled. But Jane's boyfriend said that she didn't treat friendship more seriously. Jane shocked, because she thought everybody should be independent, even though our friend has something to do, it is natural to esteem to theirs
Intercultural communication, as you may suspect, is not a new concept. In ancient times, the recognition of alien differences lacked accompanying cultural knowledge and often elicited the human propensity to respond malevolently to those differences. This notion was expressed over two thousand years ago by the Greek playwright Aeschylus," Everyone's quick to blame the alien." This statement is still a powerful element in today's social and political rhetoric. For example, it is common in today's society to hear that all of the social and economic problems in the United States are caused by immigrants. Despite the persistence of this concept, today's intercultural encounters differ from earlier meetings. (www.lunwen daixie.com 2013) They are rich and because of the interconnectedness of the world, more significant. Today, the web linking us together becomes vivid when we see a newspaper headline that tells us "America Once Again into Africa...etc," Additionally, the emergence of the information age has allowed us the opportunity to expand our knowledge so that the recognition of cultural differences need not result in hostile encounters. Think of the message sent to the world when U.S. And Russian astronauts---whose countries a decade ago were archenemies---began to participate in joint space ventures. (yy.lw61.com 2013)
The above instances emphasize the changes that have taken place throughout the world and at home. Many of us will be able to verify the instances to document these alterations in intercultural contact, for some of us have had firsthand experiences with people whose cultures are different from our own. Our rational for looking at these changes is from three aspects. First of all, as the familiar gives way to a new and different world, the entire human race is affected. Secondly, many of the events that have brought diverse groups together have been too subtle to detect and have taken place over a long period. Hence, we believe that many of them may have been overlooked. Thirdly, by demonstrating both the quantity and quality of these changes, we might be better able to arouse our interests in intercultural communication. We begin by looking at the quantity and quality of intercultural contacts, both abroad and at home, and their implications to the study of intercultural communication. (www.englishlover.net 2012)
II. DIVERSE CULTURAL PATTERNS
It is known that culture serves the basic need of laying out a predictable world in which each of us is firmly grounded and thus enables us to make sense of our surroundings. As the English writer Fuller wrote two hundred years ago," Culture makes all things easy." Culture makes "things easy" for the reasons as following: Culture helps facilitate the transition from the womb to this new life by providing meaning to events, objects, and people---thus making the world a less mysterious and frightening place. And culture makes life less confusing because most of culture is automatic and subconscious. Culture is ubiquitous, multidimensional, complex, and all -pervasive.
Culture is both vague and specific; it is both all of an individual and but part of an individual. Each human being is unique, and each is shaped by countless factors. At any given moment, our ways of behavior are the products of millions of years of evolution; our genetic makeup; the social groups we have been in; our gender, age, race, and individual background, political affiliation, perceptions of others, and current circumstances; and many other factors. We must keep in mind that we are, at our basic core, individuals, and therefore, the values and behaviors of a particular culture may not be values and behaviors of all the individuals within that culture. Roman playwright Terrence noted, "As many men, so many minds; every one his own way." Culture offers us a common frame of reference, we are not captives of our culture. We are, instead, thinking individuals with the rationality and potential to engage in free choice. Because we can continuously learn, we can develop the philosophic perspectives necessary for intercultural communication, apply them to the process of interacting with culturally diverse peoples, and appropriately modify our learn to value discrete groups of people regardless of race, ethnicity, religion, country of origin, gender, , or sexual preference. (bbs.gter.net 2014) In cultures that tend toward individualism, an "I" consciousness prevails Larry (A. Samovar, Richard E. Porter, Lisa A. Stefani, 1998, p68): competition rather than cooperation is encouraged; personal goals take precedence over group goals; people tend not to be emotionally dependent on organizations and institutions; Individuals have the right to their private property, thoughts, and opinions. These cultures pay more attention to individuals' initiative and achievements, and they value individual decision making.
Collectivism is featured by a rigid social framework that distinguishes between in-groups and out-groups. People rely
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on their in-groups to care about them, and in exchange for that they believe they own absolute loyalty to the group In collective societies such as those in Colombia, Taiwan, China and Peru, (A. Samovar, Richard E. Porter, Lisa A. Stefani, 1998, p68), people are born into extended families or clans that support and protect them in exchange for their loyalty. A "we" consciousness prevails: identity is based on the social system; the individual is emotionally dependent on organizations institutions; the culture emphasizes belonging to organizations; organizations invade private life and the clans to which individuals belong; and individuals trust group decisions. Collective behavior, loke so many aspect of culture, has deep historical roost (www.benkelunwen.com 2014).
III. CULTURE VALUES ARE DERIVED FROM THE LARGER PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES THAT ARE PART OF CULTURE'S MILIEU.
(LARRY A. SAMOVAR, RICHARD E. PORTER, LISA A. STEFANI, 1998, P60)
1. Culture values are transmitted by a variety of sources: power distance, stereotype and cultureshock. In the oriental,.1.power distance is also associated with 'the family culture' (Trompernaars, 1993,p139) . In this kind of corporate culture the manager is like the "caring father" who knows better than his subordinates what should be done and what is suitable for them. The subordinates always esteem the managers. Because of the managers age and experience. That is usually how employees get their promotion. There are both positive and negative parts in the family cultures. I feel it is an easy managing system. But sometime it is hard to get young creative employees work well cause of the hierarchy. As Tropmenaars (1993, p 142) told us "family culture at their least effective drain the energies and loyalties of subordinates to buoy up the leader." So in family culture, the power distance can be viewed as the subordinates respect the superiors. That is the corporate culture in orient. Let us take a look at the western way. It is not a whole converse phenomenon. There is 'the Eiffel Tower culture' (Trompernaars, 1997, p166) in the international management. (www.k2k.net 2013) In china, we think that managers have power to decide the work time. So it is natural to do work beyond the work time. But in America, most of them think everyone is equal, so if he works for his boss beyond the work time, it means he himself is kind.
2. Stereotypes were ways of constructing our social status into firm and simple categories that we once stand for the whole gathering of people. Stereotypes tend to interfere intercultural communication in that they stress and enforce beliefs until they often take for "fact". How do we acquire stereotypes? First, people learn stereotypes from their parents, relatives, and friends. When I was very young, my parents and my teacher always taught us that we can not emphasize the money .Because money maybe lead the people in the wrong way .And we always think that being rich is not always a good thing. They sometimes do not earn the money in an honor way. But in America, they think earn more money also can make others happy! There is a stereotype issue.
3.Thirdly,it refers to culture shock .Culture shock is precipitated by the anxiety that results from losing all our familiar signs and symbols of social intercourse .These signs or cues include the thousand and one way in which we orient ourselves to situation of daily life: how to give orders ,how to make purchases. (Managing Cultural Differences, 2011) Now these are which may be words gestures ,facial expressions, customs or norms are acquired by all of us in the course of growing up and as much a part of our culture as the language we speak or the beliefs we accept .All of us depend for our peace of mind and efficiency on hundreds of these cues, most of which we are not conscious by aware , (www.docstoc.com 2013) this lack of common experiences and familiar surrounding creates varying degrees of consequences .Just like the news which I mentioned. The girl studied in the United States and accept culture which she lived .When she came back to china, she found she can not suit for her mother land culture, it means culture shock. This factor will be influenced the relationship.
IV. WAYS TO IMPROVE INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION.
1. Firstly, how do we require stereotype? People learn stereotype from their parents, relations and friends. Individuals who hear their parents say "It is too bad that all those Jews are in control of film industry" are learning stereotypes. It requires us to learn more knowledge to improve our ideas. Do not only believe what our parents say. Second, stereotypes develop through limited personal contact .If we meet a person from Brazil who is very wealthy, and from their meeting we conclude that all people from Brazil are wealthy, we are acquiring a stereotypes from limited data .If we want to reduce the time of failure, we should touch more Brazil people and learn new things from different people, then make a conclusion. But it is a good progress to you. Finally, many stereotypes are provided by the mass media. Television has been guilty of providing distorted images of many ethic groups .From now on, I think there is another meaning underlines in newspaper or on TV. Chinese always work very hard. I remembered that one time when I went to school by train, I bought a berth ticket, when passengers were ready to get off the train, most of them did not put the quilt in order, except a man who was from American .I was puzzled, and asked why he did so. I thought these things can be left to service on railway. But he said that it stands for his country, most of them should be tidy and diligent.
2. Secondly, know yourself is very helpful for improving intercultural communication. For as simplistic as it sounds, what you bring to the communication event greatly influences the success or failure of the event. Although the idea of knowing yourself is common, it is nevertheless crucial to improving intercultural communication. There are some aspects to know yourself as more as possible .To begin with, know your culture. The first step toward introspection should begin with our own culture, regardless of what that culture might be. Remember, we are products of our culture V. CONCLUSION Culture, as we have presented the concept, is a complete pattern of living. I t is elaborate, multidimensional, and all-pervasive. Aspects of culture are acted out each time members of different cultures come together to share ideas and information. Because documenting all of these variables would be an impossible task, we have selected those cultural elements that we believe have the greatest impact on intercultural communication. These elements work in combination. They are like the components of a stereo or computer system: each one is related to and needs the others. Most communication scholars grant that perceptions are part of every communication and have evolved a fairly consistent taxonomy for perceptual variables that influence intercultural communication. All human beings also use nonverbal symbols to share their thoughts and feelings. Although the process of using action to communicate is universal, the meanings for those actions often shift from culture to culture. Therefore, nonverbal communication becomes another element one must understand if one is going to interact with people from different cultures. (www.academypublisher.com 2014) All communicative interaction takes place within some physical context, context influences how we send and respond to messages. In most cases, the setting in which we find ourselves resonates with cultural overtones. Unless both sides intercultural communication are aware of how their cultures affect the context, they may encounter some surprising communication difficulties. Our perceptions of the world are representations we make from both the nerve impulses that reach our brains and our unique set of experiences supplied to us as members of a particular culture. There is significant diversity within cultures just as there is diversity among cultures and we know that culture really affects perception and communication and also strongly influences our subjective reality and that there are direct links among culture, perception, and behavior. Behavior --how we react to our perceptions of the universe is largely a result of our learning and cultural conditioning.
Although every citizen has his or her different cultural value, and value is the deepest part of culture, the core of the intercultural communication. Through intercultural communication, people from varied cultures and values can enhance their relations and communication because of the common human nature and the connections to the nature and deal with the conflicts and misunderstand caused by varied cultures and values. In this article, we mainly talk about the culture values diversity such as values on work, on wealthy and on personal friendship. There are three causes caused this: power distance, stereotype and culture shock. and discuss further on some ways to improve intercultural 
